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Bible dictionary
Bible pictures and maps
CD players
chart paper
Christian music – books,  

sheets, recordings
Christian videos and DVDs
crayons
digital camera
digital camcorder
drawing paper

writing paper 
DVD recorder/player
milk crates
paper – letter, drawing, 
  pencils, pens, markers
poster boards
robes, scarves 
old clothing
scissors, glue, paste
video player

BASIC SUPPLIES
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Teacher’s Guide Lessons

Liberating Faith Studies
Fall Quarter: September - November 2022

Prepared by  Dr. Catherine S. Powell

The Call of Abram

Lesson 1     September 4, 2022

Lesson Scripture: Genesis 12:1-7; 15:1-7

Focus Scripture: Genesis 12:1-5; 7; 15:1-7

Key Verse: Then the Lord appeared to Abram and said, “To your 
offspring I will give this land.” So he built there an altar to the Lord, 
who had appeared to him. Genesis 12:7

Key Terms

• Canaan – A country located more than 7000 miles from Haran; 
the place where Abram’s father died. Canaan is commonly 
referred to as the “Promised Land”; As reflected in our Key Verse, 
this is the land God promised to Abram and his descendants. 

• Haran – A city located in Northern Turkey, about ten miles from 
the Syrian-Turkish border; the city in which Abram lived when 
God instructed him to “Go from your country and your kindred 
and your father’s house to the that land I will show you” (Genesis 
12:1).

• Ur – Abram’s birthplace. 

Lesson Goals: By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:

1.  Reflect on the long-term impact of Abram’s decisions and God’s 
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call, and the Abrahamic Covenant.

2.  Appreciate an immediate response to God’s call as well as his 
later need for more details and clarity from God.

3.  Commit to seeking and following God’s direction daily and 
totally submitting to his will.

Teaching Strategies

1.  Use Abram’s experience with God in today’s scriptures to write 
a short message to encourage a friend who has been waiting 
for a long time for God to answer a prayer.

2.  Engage the class in a discussion to identify the reasons why 
God required Abram to leave Haran and relocate to a strange 
land.

3.  Discuss how having to leave their home and family to live in a 
strange environment can impact one’s relationship with God. 
For example, military, education, employment, and so forth 
often requires sudden, immediate relocation. 

Resources: A musician to accompany participants with singing, or 
a DVD player and access to the song, “Yes Lord Yes” by Evangelist 
Shirley Caesar; biblical maps to help participants visualize Abram’s 
journey from Ur to Haran and ultimately to Canaan; Bibles, 
dictionaries, and either a large easel with paper, a chalkboard with 
markers/chalk, or a smartboard

God Chooses the Younger Twin

Lesson 2     September 11, 2022

Lesson Scripture: Genesis 25:19-34
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Focus Scripture: Genesis 25:19b-34

Key Verse: And the Lord said to her, “Two nations are in your womb, 
And two peoples born of you shall be divided; the one shall be 
stronger than the other, the elder shall serve the younger.” Genesis 
25:23

Key Terms

• Covenant – An alliance or agreement between two parties with 
equal or unequal authorities. God’s covenants with humankind 
are the latter type, as humankind can never achieve equality 
with sovereign God.

• Esau – The first-born son of Isaac and Rebekah, Jacob’s twin 
brother and father of the Edomites.

• Jacob – Hebrew name: Deceiver; Esau’s younger twin brother, 
who became the father of the Israelites. He fathered twelve 
sons, who formed twelve tribes; God changed Jacob’s name to 
Israel (Gen. 32:28). 

Lesson Goals: By the end of the lesson, students will be able to: 

1.  Encourage reflection and analysis of the decisions made by 
each of the characters in today’s lesson.

2.  Empathize with a demonstration of human tendencies to 
manipulate situations for personal benefits.

3.  Encourage commitments to encourage others as they flourish 
and that God loves and blesses all in accordance with his plans 
and purposes.

Teaching Strategies

1.  Discuss issues that might challenge intents to rejoice over the 
blessings of others. How can they be resolved?
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2.  Identify some of the most serious or profound decisions that 
families face today, along with the roles that values and priorities 
play in decision-making. 

3.  Lead the class in an examination of Jacob and Rebeka’s 
parenting practices, using today’s recommendations for family 
unity as a lens. What are some lessons that can be gleaned 
from this biblical story to positively impact today’s families?

Resources: A researched listing of challenges commonly faced by 
contemporary families, Bibles, dictionaries, and either a large easel 
with paper, a chalkboard with markers/chalk, or a smartboard

Jacob Called Israel

Lesson 3     September 18, 2022

Lesson Scripture: Genesis 32:22-32

Focus Scripture: Genesis 32:22-32

Key Verse: Then the man said, “You shall no longer be called 
Jacob, but Israel, for you have striven with God and with humans, 
and prevailed.” Genesis 32:28

Key Terms

• Israel – Jacob’s new name given by God at Peniel; derives from 
the Hebrew language, meaning “fighter of God.” 

• Peniel – The location of Jacob’s intense all-night encounter with 
God as he fearfully anticipated reuniting with his brother, Esau. 
Jacob named the site Peniel to memorialize his experience: 
“For I have seen God face to face, and yet my life is preserved” 
(Gen. 32:30). 
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Lesson Goals: By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
1. Create a deeper understanding of how Jacob was blessed after

the long battle with the angel.

2. Encourage expectations to be blessed despite life’s struggles.

3. Encourage participants to persevere through life’s struggles
without losing faith in blessings to come.

Teaching Strategies

1. Encourage participants to focus on personal experiences when
wrestling with conflict felt like wrestling with God, the results,
and lessons learned. Ask for a brief moment of sharing by a
volunteer(s).

2. Discuss how faith and spiritual maturity can impact reactions to
struggles.

3. Highlight the significance of Jacob’s name change to Israel and
ask participants to discuss how this incident may relate to their
experiences with God.

Resources: Biblical map depicting the geographical locations of 
Canaan, Haran, and Peniel; Bibles, dictionaries, and either a large 
easel with paper, a chalkboard with markers/chalk, or a smartboard
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Senior Lessons Teacher’s Guide

Fall Quarter: September - November 2022

Prepared by Dr. Dennis Dickerson, Jr.

The Call of Abram

Lesson 1        September 4, 2022

Lesson Scripture: Genesis 12:1-7; 15:1-7

Focus Scripture: Genesis 12:1-7; 15:1-7

Key Verse: Then the Lord appeared to Abram, and said, “To your 
offspring I will give this land.” So he built there an altar to the Lord, 
who had appeared to him. Genesis 12:7

Words to Know

• Haran (heh-ruhn) – ancient city in modern Turkey

• Shechem (shee-kem) – city in north central Palestine 

• Moreh (mor-uh) – location in the Hebrew Bible known for its hill, 
oak tree, and Shechem

• Damascus – capital of Syria

• Chaldeans – inhabitants of Babylonia, modern day Iraq

Lesson Goals: By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:

1.  Explore the challenges Abraham faced in trusting God’s 
promises.

2.  Wrestle with feelings of frustration when promises aren’t fulfilled 
as quickly as students might like.

3. Develop strategies to keep impatience and frustration in check 
as they wait on God.
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Teaching Strategies

1.  The distance from Haran to Canaan is several thousand miles. 
Tell the youth to imagine they are making that journey (of course 
without car, airplane, or train). Do they think they could make it? 
How would they entertain themselves? How would their bodies 
hold up? How would they break up the trip?

2.  A defining characteristic of the story of Abram (later Abraham) in 
the Old Testament is his advanced age. To many youths, 75 is 
very old. Have them look up celebrities, activists, politicians, and 
other professionals (well known or lesser known) who are doing 
amazing things in their 70s or older. Emphasize the invaluable 
wisdom, experience, and knowledge of our older generations. 
Have the class share these names and what remarkable things 
members of the older generation are doing. 

3.  Invite youth to journal about a promise they have broken and 
a promise made to them that was not fulfilled. Drive home the 
point that God does not break promises as Abram learns in this 
scripture and throughout Genesis.

4.  Play a game of charades or Pictionary in which youth act out 
or draw times when expectations are not met (e.g., the fun of 
going to an amusement park and the reality of a hot day, long 
lines, high prices, etc.). Create some examples ahead of time 
and allow youth to add their own.

Resources:

• Video on Genesis chapters 12-50 (https://youtube.com/
watch?v=F4isSyennFo)

• Map showing the journey from Haran to Canaan
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God Chooses the Younger Twin

Lesson 2      September 11, 2022

Lesson Scripture: Genesis 25:19-34

Focus Scripture: Genesis 25:19b-34

Key Verse: And the Lord said to her, “Two nations are in your 
womb, and two peoples born of you shall be divided; the one shall 
be stronger than the other, the elder shall serve the younger.” 
Genesis 25:23

Words to Know

• Aramean – inhabitant of Syria and some parts of Babylon

• Birthright – privileges or right of possession given to the 
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firstborn male child 

Lesson Goals: By the end of this lesson, students will be able to: 

1.  Compare the decisions made by each biblical character in light 
of their long-term best interests.

2.  Sense students’ shortsightedness and seek to have compassion 
for others.

3.  Commit to seek God’s plans for themselves and others.

Teaching Strategies

1.  As a class, interpret the artwork from the Resources section 
(Describe, Analyze, Interpret, Evaluate). 

2. For the youth who have siblings, tell them to describe whatever 
rivalry exists or has existed between them. Do you all still have 
that rivalry to this day? Instruct the youth to write the pros and 
cons of having siblings. 

3. Brainstorm the feelings or emotions present in the story as each 
person experiences it. Create a “Feeling” collage (consists of 
core or basic emotions) or Wordle using these feeling words. 
Google the “Feelings Wheel” and provide it as reference for 
participants.

Resources: 

• Family tree of Abraham’s family:

God Chooses the Younger Twin

Lesson 2      September 11, 2022

Lesson Scripture: Genesis 25:19-34

Focus Scripture: Genesis 25:19b-34

Key Verse: And the Lord said to her, “Two nations are in your 
womb, and two peoples born of you shall be divided; the one shall 
be stronger than the other, the elder shall serve the younger.” 
Genesis 25:23

Words to Know

• Aramean – inhabitant of Syria and some parts of Babylon

• Birthright – privileges or right of possession given to the 
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• Esau Selling His Birthright to Jacob for a Pottage of Lentils by 
Nicolas Tournier

Jacob Called Israel
Lesson 3      September 18, 2022
Lesson Scripture: Genesis 32:22-32
Focus Scripture: Genesis 32:22-32
Key Verse: Then the man said, “You shall no longer be called 
Jacob, but Israel, for you have striven with God and with humans, 
and have prevailed.” Genesis 32:28
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Words to Know
• Ford – shallow place in a river

• Jabbok – tributary of the Jordan river; modern Zarqa

Lesson Goals: By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:

1.  Analyze how Jacob wrestled with the stranger, which caused 
him to experience blessings and a new identity.

2.  Reflect on feelings experienced in times of struggle.

3.  Embrace life’s struggles, seeking blessing through them in time.

Teaching Strategies

1.  As a class, interpret the artwork from the Resources section 
(Describe, Analyze, Interpret, Evaluate).

2.  Tell youth to imagine they have done something remarkable. 
Then, they are to rename themselves something that has 
significance. What are their new names and what do they 
mean?

3.  Invite youth to take turns telling stories of the trials they’ve 
known and the blessings that ultimately resulted, recognizing 
that only the persons experiencing something can name the 
blessing for themselves.

4.  Ask for volunteers to act out the story from this lesson while a 
narrator reads it. Discuss the story as a metaphor for Jacob’s 
relationship with God.

Resources:

• Video on Jacob wrestling God (https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=0zlbU866z6A)

• Jacob Wrestling with the Angel by Gustave Dore
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Intermediate Teacher’s Guide

Fall Quarter: September 2022 - November 2022

Prepared by Rev. Faith M. Waters

The Call of Abram

Lesson 1     September 4, 2022

Lesson Scripture: Genesis 12:1-7; 15:1-7

Focus Scripture: Genesis 12:1-5, 7; 15:1-7

Key Verse: Then the Lord appeared to Abram, and said, “To your 
offspring I will give this land.” So he built there an altar to the Lord, 
who had appeared to him. Genesis 12:7

Vocabulary

• Kindred – The family to which one belongs.

• Bless – Given favor from God.

• Curse – Punished by God.

• Offspring – A person’s child or children.

• Haran – Pronounced: ha` - ran.

• Canaan – Pronounced: ka - nen.

• Shechem – Pronounced: shee - kuhm.

• Moreh – Pronounced: maw - ruh.

• Canaanites – Pronounced: kay - nuh - nites.

Lesson Goals: By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:

1.  Understand Abraham’s frustration as he awaited the fulfillment 
of God’s promises.
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2. Reflect on the feelings that come while waiting on the 
fulfillment of a promise.

3. Develop strategies to wait patiently on God.

Teaching Strategies

1.  Answer to Life Application puzzle:

2. In the Life Application section, if there are no index cards 
available, allow the class to use a sheet of paper. Also, as an 
alternative, the teacher can keep the envelopes and hand them 
back to the class instead of mailing.

3. Abram was living in Ur of the Chaldeans because his father, 
Terah, lived with his family there. Terah decided to move with 
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his family to Canaan but stopped in Haran and settled there. It 
was in the city of Haran that Terah died (Genesis 11:31-32).

4. Encourage the class to research the locations of the cities of 
Ur of the Chaldeans, Haran, and Sechem on an Old Testament 
map, or the teacher can bring a printed copy of a map for class 
to view.

5. Reflect on the emotions that a fulfilled promise brings versus an 
unfulfilled promise.

6.  Encourage the class to research specific scriptures they need 
to help them remember God’s promises. Use a Bible dictionary 
and/or Christian website such as www.Crosswalk.com as 
references. Write down five scriptures on index cards or save 
on cell phone to read daily.

Resources: Index cards, envelopes, paper

God Chooses the Younger Twin

Lesson 2    September 11, 2022

Lesson Scripture: Genesis 25:19-34

Focus Scripture: Genesis 25:19b-34 

Key Verse: And the Lord said to her, “Two nations are in your 
womb, and two peoples born of you shall be divided; the one shall 
be stronger than the other, the elder shall serve the younger.” 
Genesis 25:23

Vocabulary

• Barren – Unable to have children.

• Famished – To be extremely hungry.

• Birthright – The advantages accruing to the eldest son. These 
included great respect in the household; a “double portion” 
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of his father’s property; and succession to the father’s official 
authority.

• Despised – To feel disrespect or deep, intense disgust for.

• Aramean – Pronounced: ehr - uh - MEE - uhn.

• Paddan-aram – Pronounced: pad - an - a - ram.

Lesson Goals: By the end of this lesson, students will be able to: 

1.  Compare and contrast Jacob and Esau’s life decisions and the 
long-term effects on each.

2.  Reflect on personal shortcomings and have compassion for 
those who also have faults.

3.  Pray and seek wisdom to know God’s plans for self and others. 

Teaching Strategies

1.  More information on birthright is contained in Deuteronomy 
21:15-17; 2 Chronicles 21:3. 

2.  Life Application section suggestions for steps to take before 
making a decision: 1) Prayer; 2) Take adequate time, if possible, 
before making a choice; 3) Think about both positive and 
negative outcomes; 4) Seek guidance from trusted people; 5) 
Make a choice and stick with it; and 6) Trust your intuition (gut).

3.  Esau was “a skillful hunter, a man of the field.” Jacob was of a 
“quiet man, living in tents.”

4.  Esau sounds like the Hebrew word for “hair.” A mantle is a cloak.

5.  It was twenty years between the time of Isaac’s prayer for 
Rebekah and when God responded by letting her conceive. We 
have to have patience and trust God.

6.  September 11th is the anniversary of 9/11 in the United States. 
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Resources: Large sheets of paper, colored markers, colored 
pencils, paint

Jacob Called Israel

Lesson 3    September 18, 2022

Lesson Scripture: Genesis 32:22-32

Focus Scripture: Genesis 32:22-32

Key Verse: Then the man said, “You shall no longer be called 
Jacob, but Israel, for you have striven with God and with humans, 
and have prevailed.” Genesis 32:28

Vocabulary

• Prevail – To triumph.

• Wrestle – To contend with another by grappling with and 
striving to throw an opponent down.

• Striven – To struggle or fight forcefully.

• Jabbok – Pronounced: jab - ok.

• Israel – Pronounced: iz - ral.

• Penuel – Pronounced: pee - NYOO - ehl.

Lesson Goals: By the end of this lesson, students will be able to: 

1.  Understand how Jacob’s physical struggle with a stranger led to 
a spiritual transformation and blessings.

2.  Reflect on feelings experienced and lessons learned during 
times of personal struggle.

3.  Persevere during life’s struggles and seek God’s blessings 
through the times of trouble.
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Teaching Strategies

1.  YouTube video of wrestling: https://youtu.be/P4zfqliV8YU.

2. Bring Rubik’s Cubes to class. Time each student on how fast 
they can solve the puzzle. Offer the winner a gift card to a 
nearby store. Say, “Just like solving Rubik’s Cube, some of us 
wrestle with difficulties in life. But if we persevere, God will bless 
us.”

3.  The Jabbok flows westward into the Jordan River about 20 
miles north of the Dead Sea.

4.  God came and appeared to Jacob in the form of an angel. In 
this form, Jacob could wrestle with God successfully. Moreover, 
God demonstrated he could disable Jacob at will also.

5.  Jacob asked the angel’s name but such a request of God is 
both unworthy and impossible to fulfill (32:29).

6.  Jacob’s hip was touched by God in the area of the tendon, so 
the Israelites do not eat that part of an animal. This is a continual 
reminder of Jacob’s encounter with God (32:32).

7.  In the ancient Near East, fathers and occasionally kings 
renamed individuals. These new names were always descriptive 
of some newly emerged/demonstrated quality of character. God 
renames Jacob, simultaneously expressing a new relationship 
with Jacob and highlighting a significant change in Jacob’s 
character from deception to engaging with God. 

8. Naming Jacob “Israel” foreshadows the nation of Israel which 
reveals to the reader that Jacob is now a recipient with Abraham 
of God’s blessing that his descendants will be a great nation 
(Genesis 12:1-5).

Resources: Colored pencils and markers
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Junior Lessons Teacher’s Guide

Fall Quarter: September - November 2022

Prepared by

Monica C. Jones, Ph.D.

God’s Promise to Abram

Lesson 1      September 4, 2022

Lesson Scripture: Genesis 12:1-7; 15:1-7

Focus Scripture: Genesis 12:1-7; 15:1-7

Key Verse: Now the Lord said to Abram, “Go from your country 
and your kindred and your father’s house to the land that I will 
show you.” Genesis 12:1

Word Power!!!

• Abram (ae’-brum) – The father of God’s nation; husband to 
Sarai.

• Canaan (Kay’ non) – The land God promised to Abram and 
the people of Israel.

• Sarai (sa’-rye) – The wife of Abram.

Lesson Goals: By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:

1.  Understand why Mimi should have been more appreciative of 
her dad’s efforts. 

2.  Draw parallels between the Bible lesson and today’s story.

3.  Articulate positive ways to respond to disappointment.

4.  Understand the importance of keeping promises while realizing 
that humans are not perfect.
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Teaching Strategies

Emphasis

1.  Provide encouragement for students as they attempt to write 
their own response for Mimi when she talks to her father.

2.  Compare the story of Abram with that of Mimi and her family, 
pointing out meaningful parallels.

3.  Solicit the participants’ understanding of what a promise is and 
examples of things that can happen to prevent us from keeping 
promises (including those things that we have no control over 
as compared to the things that we do).

4.  Stress that we cannot have what we want all the time and how 
remaining positive is a better way to respond.

Questions

1.  Does Mimi remind you of anyone?  Do you remember acting 
like she did when you were disappointed about something?

2.  (Discuss after the sentences have been written.) Do you like 
your sentences for Mimi?  Why is this better than what she may 
have said?

3.  Who would like to share what you wrote?  
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Answer Keys (Answers will vary)

Words – Me Words – Action
Mom will buy me a pair of 
sneakers today.

I will not forget, and if I do, I 
will apologize.

I will call Grandma, to say, 
“thank you” for my gift

If I do not get them today, I will 
be patient.

I will say my prayers each 
night before bed. 

I will keep this promise 
because God deserves my 
thanks.

Resources: Biblegateway.com or Bibles, hymnals or copy of “A 
Charge to Keep I Have”

God Chooses the Younger Twin

Lesson 2           September 11, 2022

Lesson Scripture: Genesis 25:19-34

Focus Scripture: Genesis 25:21, 24-34

Key Verse: And the Lord said to her, “Two nations are in your 
womb,…the elder shall serve the younger.” Genesis 25:23

Word Power!!!

• Esau (ee–saw) – Brother to Jacob who sold his birthright for a 
meal.

• Birthright – The wealth and inheritance of the firstborn male. 
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Lesson Goals: By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:

1.  Understand why it is important to always do what is right 
regardless of who asks you to do something wrong.

2.  Understand the parallels between the Esau and Jacob’s story 
and Kevin and Sean’s.

3.  Visualize ways to say no when peer pressure steers us in the 
wrong direction.

Teaching Strategies

Emphasis

1.  Provide clarity for learners as they compare the Bible story and 
that of today’s lesson.

2.  Provide meaningful examples of how peer pressure can cause 
learners to make serious mistakes.

3. Help learners discover how the decision of Esau to give away his 
birthright was demonstrating a lack of respect for his heritage.

4.  For the Praise the Lord!!! call and response section, try to 
pair persons with diverse abilities to encourage those with 
songwriting or rhyming skills to take leadership roles. Team One 
should have one verse and Team Two should have one verse 
each.

Questions

1.  Why do you think Esau did not care about his birthright? Why 
would he give it up for a bowl of soup?

2. What are some ways that Sean acted like Esau?

3.  Have there been times that you wanted to do something to 
please another person even though you knew it was wrong?
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4. Who would like to share what your team wrote?

Resources: Biblegateway.com or Bibles, paper and pencil, colored 
pencils, or markers, audio recording device

A New Name for Jacob

Lesson 3    September 18, 2022

Lesson Scripture: Genesis 32:22-32

Focus Scripture: Genesis 32:22-31

Key Verse: “You shall no longer be called Jacob, but Israel, for 
you have striven with God and with humans, and have prevailed.” 
Genesis 32:28

 Word Power!!!

• Peniel, Penuel (pee-new’-el) – The place where Jacob wrestled 
with the angel of God.

Lesson Goals: By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:

1.  Understand why it is important to appreciate who we are.

2. See how Shelly’s concern about her appearance and being 
uncertain was similar to Jacob’s wrestling with the angel.

3. Understand the importance of prayer and how God responds in 
ways we do not expect.

Teaching Strategies

Emphasis

1. Help to guide students in understanding the wrestling episode 
in the Bible story as a way of praying to God today.

2. Help learners to understand that things such as being overweight 
or not being as pretty as we think we should be is not important 
to God.
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3.  Assist learners in seeing the miracles that happen every day 
such as that of Shelly’s mom giving her the helpful book.

Questions

1.  Have you ever felt like Shelly? What did you do to feel better?

2.  What was the miracle that Jacob received, or the answer that 
he was searching for?

3.  Do you think that the book Shelly received was an answer to her 
prayer?

Answer Key

Word Search – Can you find the eight words below? 

Believe Jacob Jesus     
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Mom Trust  Try

Work Wrestle

Resources: Biblegateway.com or Bibles, colored pencils for word 
search




